We read the article by Kim and Kim 1 with great interest, who reported that segmental multi-frequency bioelectrical impedance (SMF-BIA) displayed acceptable accuracy for the estimation of whole-body and appendicular fat mass (FM) and lean soft tissue mass (LM) in Japanese frail older women. We consider their results particularly important, as avoiding the use of 'general' BIA prediction equations has been recommended across different ethnic populations, unless the validity of the equations have been tested. 2 However, we needed to point out some methodological issues regarding the study before discussing the results presented.
SMF-BIA equations rely on body resistance, which can be strongly influenced by total body water changes. 3 With aging, chronic diseases like hypertension and heart failure become more prevalent and diuretic use is not uncommon in the elderly. Although the study by Kim and Kim 1 has several exclusion criteria, no clear statement about such medications and medical conditions that could infuse extracellular hydration exists in the article. Thus, we do not know whether these factors had any effect on the study outcomes.
Second, in the current article it was clearly stated that dualenergy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a validated 'gold standard' reference method. To the best of our knowledge, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography and a four-compartment model are currently accepted gold standard tools to measure muscle mass, whereas DXA is not. 4 Validity assessment studies that are held by a reference instrument that is not a gold standard are open to misclassifications due to estimation errors of the reference standard. In this context, we do not know what data would have been obtained if gold standard techniques and more strict exclusion criteria were applied to the current study population.
